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Abstract 
Equal conflict net Systems are a weighted generalisation of the (extended) tiee choice suhclass 
that keeps the total autonomy of choices. A substantial part of the analytical branch of the 
structure theory of fiee choice Systems, including decomposition and duality, the rank theorem, 
characterisations of impartial sequences and prompt interfaces, and the existente of home states, 
is extended to the equal conflict case. In so doing, several familiar concepts and objects from the 
structure theory of placekransition net Systems are revisited from a linear algebraic perspective, 
which is specially adequate to cope with weighted nets. 
1. Introduction 
The use of structural methods for the analysis of net Systems presents two major 
advantages with respect to other approaches: (1) the state space explosion Problem 
inherent to concurrent Systems is avoided, and (2) the investigation of the relationship 
between the behaviour and the sttucture - the linear algebraic and graph theoretic 
objects and properties associated with the net and the initial marking - usually leads 
to a deep understanding of the System. 
Although some structural techniques tan be applied to general Systems, the most 
satisfactory results are obtained when the scope is limited to restricted classes of sys- 
tems and particular properties. It has ofien been the case that the classes under con- 
sideration were ordinary (i.e.no multiple arcs), partially due to the intensive use of 
certain graph-theoretic arguments that are not always well suited for weighted nets. 
Nevertheless, nets with multiple arcs are convenient to model properly Systems with 
bulk Services and arrivals. Although these Systems tan also be modelled by ordi- 
nary nets, such an approach may not be adequate because (1) the ordinary model 
is artificially complex, and its size grows as the weights do; and (2) the resulting 
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ordinary net falls typically out of the subclasses that are amenable of the most inter- 
esting structural techniques, even in the simplest cases [29]. This poses a challenging 
question: do the “nice” results obtained for some ordinary subclasses require ordi- 
narity? The interest of a negative answer is twofold: both deeper understanding of 
the Causes of these results, and broader applicability of structural techniques would 
be gained. The present work is patt of this undertaking, concentrating on basic con- 
cepts and theoretical results. More precisely, it deals with the class of equal con- 
Jict net Systems, introduced in [32] and fiuther studied in [33], which is a weighted 
generalisation of the renowned (extended) free choice subclass. Part of the mate- 
rial presented in [32,33] is integrated in this Paper, together with several new results 
such as the characterisation of impartial sequences, monotonicity of weh-behavedness 
with respect to the initial marking, the development of decomposition concepts and 
results, the realisability of minimal T-semiflows, and the characterisation of prompt 
interfaces. 
Free choice net Systems were introduced and thoroughly studied by Commoner 
and Hack in the early seventies [14]. In this seminal work they were presented as 
a model for production Schemata with the capability of modelling both synchronisation 
and nondeterministic choice, although in a restricted fashion such that choices cannot 
be influenced externally. This work contains the first Versions of some of the major 
results about free choice models, namely the structural characterisation of liveness 
(known as Commoner’s theorem), and of liveness and safeness, the decomposition 
theorem, and the duality theorem. The basic tools used were some graph theoretic 
objects, namely components, allocations, and two inductive place invariants called 
siphons (deadlocks in [ 141) and traps. These tools have been central in most of the 
subsequent works, and both the liveness characterisation and the decomposition theo- 
rem have been used as a starting Point for further developments. In Order to extend 
the theory to the weighted case, we have found the generalisation of components and 
allocations very useful, giving them a linear algebraic “flavour”. On the other hand, to 
this day, no satisfactory generalisation of Siphons and traps is available, although some 
attempts in such direction exist [5,7]. This fact forced to rebuild the theory almost 
from scratch, but it was at the same time very encouraging because a success would 
not only extend the results but it would also revisit the known material from a new 
perspective. Actually, both the decomposition and duality theorems could be proven 
independently. 
In the early eighties, the free choice theory advanced significantly. Gernich and 
Thiagarajan [13] presented a Synthesis theory for a subclass, the bipolar synchronisu- 
tion schemes, Thiagarajan and Voss [34] deepened into the decomposition aspects of 
live and safe free choice Systems and some related mattem., and Best and Voss [4] 
demonstrated that live and safe free choice Systems have home states, the main Step 
being the proof of directedness of the reachability graph of such Systems. Several re- 
sults fiom [34] are generalised in this Paper using rather different arguments. The main 
result in [4], that had been generalised to the bounded case by Vogler [35], is extended 
to the equal conflict case in [32] by showing first that the potential reachability graph 
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is directed, a stronger property than the usual directedness of the reachability graph. In 
1985, Hillen [15] proved that liveness and deadlock-freeness are equivalent in bounded 
strongly connected free choice Systems, a result that tan be readily extended to bounded 
strongly connected equal conflict Systems. This result, together with a linear algebraic 
technique to prove deadlock-fieeness based on the state equation [30] allowed to obtain 
a conceptually simple algebraic characterisation of liveness for bounded equal conflict 
Systems [32]. 
By the mid-eighties, Best and Thiagarajan [ 1,3] surveyed the work on structure 
theory in various classes of net Systems, including fiee choice. The proof of the de- 
composition theorems was cleared and made more accessible. At this Point, the free 
choice theory had reached a certain degree of maturity. An important conjecture raised 
in [ 181 remained open, namely whether for some subclass of free choice Systems 
liveness was decidable in polynomial time. The confirmation of this, for the case of 
bounded free choice Systems, was given by Esparza and Silva [12]. There, a linear 
algebraic method to compute Siphons and traps due to Lautenbach [20] is used to 
express Commoner’s property in terms of the existente of a Solution to a number 
of Systems of linear equations that could be verified by linear programming. A sec- 
ond answer to the Same question was given by the rank theorem, a result introduced 
in [6] while studying performante bounds of live and bounded free choice Systems 
with a timed and stochastic interpretation. A proof of this result, independent of the 
original timing and stochastic considerations, was published by Desel [9], using Com- 
moner’s and the decomposition theorems. The rank theorem is extended to the equal 
conflict case in [33], where it is proven independently, using a general necessary con- 
dition for structural boundedness and liveness based on the rank [8] and the new 
decomposition theory presented in this Paper. Observe, however, that the rank theorem 
for equal conflict Systems represents a polynomial-time characterisation of structural 
boundedness and liveness, but not of boundedness and liveness as in the ordinary 
case where the “marking condition” is reduced to verifying absence of unmarked P- 
components. 
Another long-standing open Problem, namely the possibility of systematically syn- 
thesising all live and Safe free choice Systems, conjectured in [34], was solved by 
Esparza and Silva (see [ll]). The most recent free choice literature includes the 
characterisation of the home states in a live and bounded free choice System [2] 
and the Solution of the reachability Problem for reversible live and bounded free 
choice Systems [lO]. Both the Synthesis theory and these latter results are open in 
the equal conflict case, although we feel confident that their Solution will soon be 
found. 
The remainder of the Paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the basic concepts 
and notation on place/transition net Systems are recalled. Section 3 is devoted to the def- 
inition of equal conflict Systems - and a few related subclasses - and to the exploration 
of some consequences of the equal conflict proper@, with the aim of giving the reader 
a first impression on the “nature” of these Systems. The core of the Paper is Section 4, 
where we develop the decomposition concepts and their consequences. We conclude 
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in Section 5 with a summary of our results and a discussion of open Problems. The 
appendix contains some material from [33] in Order to complete the proof of the rank 
theorem. 
2. Placekransition net Systems 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with Petri nets’ theory. Nevertheless, in this 
section we recall the basic concepts and introduce the notation to be used. For the 
sake of readability, whenever a net or System is defined it “inherits” the definition of 
all the characteristic Sets, functions, Parameters.. . with names conveniently marked to 
identify whose is which. More comprehensive presentations of Petri net concepts are, 
for instance, [5,23,25,27]. 
Placeltransition net and related concepts. A PIT net is a triple JV = (P, T, W) where 
P and T are disjoint finite sets of places and transitions ([PI = n, [Tl = m), and 
W: (P x T) U (T x P) H N defines the weighted Jow relation: if W(u,u) > 0, 
then we say that there is an arc fiom u to v, with weight or multiplicity W(u, v). 
Ordinary nets are those where W : (P x T) U (T x P) t+ (0, 1). Since a P/T net 
tan be Seen, and drawn, as a bipartite weighted directed graph, several graph con- 
cepts, like paths, circuits, connectedness (without loss of generality, nets are assumed 
to be connected), strong cormectedness, etc., tan be extended to nets. In particular, 
let v E P U T; its preset and postset are given by: ‘1) = {U ( W(u,o) z=- 0}, and 
V* = {U 1 W(u, u) > 0). The preset (postset) of a set of nodes is the Union of presets 
(Postsets) of its elements. A place (transition) u such that Iu*J > l/ [‘u/ > 1 is a 
choicelattribution cforkljoin). Any of these constructs is said to be balanced when 
all the corresponding arcs have the same weight. The weighted flow relation tan be 
altematively defined by: Pre(p, t) = W(p, t), Post(p, t) = W(t, p). These functions tan 
be represented by matices. ’ If JV is pure (i.e. Vp E P, Vt E T : Pre[p, t] . Post[p, t] = 
0; without loss of generality, nets are assumed to be pure), then the weighted flow 
relation is represented by the incidence matrix C = Post - Pre. By reversing arcs 
or interchanging places and transitions we get the reverse, N’, or the dual, Nd, of 
Jlr, with incidence matrices -C and -CT, respectively. Both transformations together 
lead to the reverse-dual, Jlrrd, with incidence matrix CT. A net JV’ is subnet of JV 
(Jlr’E M) iff P’CP, T’C T and W’ is the restriction of W to P’ and T’. Subnets 
are generated by subsets of nodes of both kinds. A subnet generated by a subset V 
of nodes of a Single kind is assumed to be that generated by V U ’ V U V*. Subnets 
generated by a subset of places (transitions) are called P-(T-)subnets, or open (closed) 
subnets [14]. 
’ Places and transitions are supposed to be arbitratily, but fixedly, ordered. Therefore, rows and cohunns 
tan be indexed by the Sets P and T. The submatrix of A corresponding to rows in x c P and cohmms in 
5 C T is denoted by A[n, r]; similarly for vectors. (Braces are omitted in singletons in this context.) The 
usual multiplication of scalars, vectors and/or matrices A and B is denoted by A . B. The componentwise 
comparison of A and B is denoted by A > B, while A > B denotes A 2 B but A # B. 
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Placeltransition System and related concepts. A function M : P H N is called marking, 
and tan be represented by a vector. A PR System is a pair (N,i%) where N is a 
P/T net and Mo is the initial marking. A transition t is enabled at M iff M 2 Pre[P, t]. 
Being enabled, t may occur (or jire) yielding a new marking M’ = M + C[P, t], 
and this is denoted by M--!+M’. An occurrence sequence fiom M is a sequence 
0 = t 1”. &... E Tw such that MLM, . . .&,L... If the firing of sequence 
(T yields the marking M’, this is denoted by MAMI. The jiring count vector of a 
sequence cr is defined as 8[t] = #(t, a), where #(t, a) denotes the number of occur- 
rences of t in cr, a notation that is extended to sets in the natura1 way. Therefore, 
if MAMI, then M’ = M + C . 0’. The set of all the occurrence sequences from 
MO, the language, is denoted by L(N,Mo), and the set of all the markings reachable 
from MO, the reachability set, is denoted by R(N,Mo). The reachability graph is 
a labelled directed graph RG(Jlr,Mo) = (R(N,Mo),E,l) with 1 : E H T given by: 
((M,M’) E E A l(M,M’) = t) w MAM’. 
The state equation and the sem.iJows. Let (N,Mo) be a PfI System with incidence 
matrix C. The state equation is a linear algebraic equation that gives a necessary 
condition for a marking to be reachable: a vector M E N” such that 30 E Nm : M = 
Mo+C.a is said to be potentially reachable, denoted by M E PR(N,Mo) > R(N,Mo). 
The potential reachability graph is defined like the reachability graph, but the set of 
nodes is now PR(N,Mo) instead of R(Jlr,Mo). Observe that RG(N, MO) is a subgraph 
of PRG(Jf,Mo), defined by the subset of nodes R(N,Mo) C PR(A’“,Mo). 
Flows (semifows) are integer (natural) annullers of C. Right and left annullers 
are called T- and P-(semi)flows, respectively. A semiflow is called minimal when 
its support 2 is not a proper superset of the support of any other, and the greatest 
common divisor of its elements is one. Unless explicitly stated, we shall not con- 
sider the trivial flow, i.e. vector 0. A couple of straightforward properties of semiflows 
are: 
Proposition 1. Let Jf be a P/T net and let X be a T-semijow of Jf. 
1. Jft E I1XI(, then for all p E t’, p*nllXl( # 0, andfor all p’ E ??t, ??p’f~llX(] # 0. 
2. If X is minimal, then there is no other X’ minimal T-semiJow of JV such that 
IIXII = IIX’II. 
Flows are important because they induce certain invariant relations which are useful 
for reasoning on the behaviour. Actually, several structural (Str.) properties are defined 
in terms of the existente of certain annullers, or similar vectors: 
JV is consistent (str. repetitive) ti X 2 1 such that C . X = ( 2 ) 0, 
JV is conservative (str. bounded) w 3Y 2 ll such that Y . C = ( < ) 0, 
where 1 denotes the vector with all entries equal to one. 
2 The set \IAjl of the nonzero components of vector A 
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Regarding flows and subnets, the next property follows immediately (as an illustra- 
tion, we state both the direct and the “reversedual” formulations): 
Proposition 2. Let .N be a P/T net. 
1. Let N’ C JV be a P-subnet. Zf X is a T-jlow of JV, then X[T’] is a T-jlow of 
N’. Zf Y’ is a P-Jlow of Jlr’, then Y such that Y[P’] = Y’ and Y[P - P’] = 0 is a 
P-pow of N. 
2. Let M’ & JI’ be a T-subnet. Zf Y is a P-Jlow of JV, then Y[P’] is a P-JEow of 
.N’. Zf X’ is a T-$70~ of JV’, then X such that X[T’] = X’ and X[T - T’] = 0 is a 
T-Jow of JV-. 
Boundedness, liveness, and other properties. A PIT System is bounded when every 
place is bounded, i.e. its token content is less than some bound at every reachable 
marking, it is live when every transition is live, i.e. it tan ultimately occur from ev- 
ery reachable marking, and it is deadlock-free when at least one transition is enabled 
at every reachable marking. Boundedness is necessary whenever the System is to be 
implemented, while liveness is often required, specially in reactive Systems. They are 
so important that the name weil-behaved has been coined for live and bounded sys- 
tems. A net Jf is Str. bounded when (JV,MO) is bounded for every Mo, and it is 
str. live when there exists an MO such that (~V,iQfs) is live. Consequently, if a net JV 
is str. bounded and str. live there exists some marking MO such that (Jlr,Mc) is well- 
behaved. In such case, non-well-behavedness is exclusively imputable to the marking, 
and we say that the net is weh-formed. (Note that with this definition, in general, well- 
formedness is not necessary for well-behavedness. However, in [9,34] well-formedness 
is dejned as the existente of a live and bounded marking. It will be shown that both 
definitions coincide in the case of equal conflict net Systems.) A well-known polyno- 
mial time necessary condition for well-foimedness, based solely on purely structural 
properties (i.e. properties that tan be defined without any reference to the behaviour) 
is Str. boundedness and Str. repetitiveness, which, for convenience Sake, will be called 
weil-structuredness. Some well-known relations between these concepts are summarised 
in the following Statement. 
Theorem 3 (Memmi and Roucairol [22] and Shields [26]). Let (M,Mo) be a P/T sys- 
tem. 
1. (Jlr,Mo) weh-behaved + .N strongly connected and consistent, 
2. N weh-formed + A” weil-structured, 
3. Af weil-structured u Jf consistent and conservative, 
4. .N weh-structured +- JV strongly connected. 
Finally, going on with our presentation of selected properties of Systems, a reachable 
marking M is a home state in (.K,Ma) iff it is reachable from every reachable marking, 
and (X,A40) is reversible iff MO is a home state. 
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3. Equal conflict net Systems 
3.1. Conjicts and net subclasses 
The Standard definition of (behavioural) conflict between two transitions at a mark- 
ing M of a P/T System (.N,M,-,) tan be expressed as follows: Two transitions, t, t’ E 
T, are in (behavioural, or egective) conjict at marking M iff M aPre[P, t] and 
M 2 Pre[P, t’], but M 3 Pre[P, t] + Pre[P, t’]. That is, the notion of conflict captures 
the Situation where two transitions are simultaneously enabled but they cannot be fired 
concurrently. This notion may be very adequate for the case of safe (i.e. 1-bounded) 
Systems, but, with Kluge and Lautenbach [19] and Chiola [7], we Claim that in a 
more general setting, for instance in the case of bounded Systems, it is better to de- 
fine conflicts in terms of the enabling degree of transitions, instead of using the mere 
enabling. As an example, consider a place p having two output transitions, t and t’, 
with W(p, t) = 2 and W(p, t’) = 3. When M[p] = 5, both transitions are enabled, 
with degree two and one, respectively. They tan fire concurrently, so with the stan- 
dard definition they are not in conflict. With the definition in [7], tt is in conflict 
with t because the firing of t’ reduces in one the enabling degree of t, although t is 
not in conflict with t’ because the firing of t does not modifj the enabling degree 
of t’. We prefer having a symmetric conflict relation, hence the following definition, 
which is a particular case of that appearing in [19], where also place capacities are 
considered: 
Definition 4. Let (N,Mo) be a P/T System. Two transitions t, t’ E T are in con- 
jict relation at marking M iff there exist k, k’ E N such that M> k . Pre[P, t] and 
M 2 k’ . Pre[P, t’], but M & k . Pre[P, t] + k’ . Pre[P, t’]. This notion is extended to sets 
“pairwisely”. (It is silly but correct saying that an enabled transition is in conflict with 
itself.) 
In words, this notion of conflict captures the Situation where two transitions are 
simultaneously enabled up to a certain degree, but the firing of one of them may 
modify the enabling degree of the other. In the case of safe ordinary nets the only 
possible enabling degrees are one and Zero, hence in such case “may modify the 
enabling degree of’ is reduced to “disables”. 
We shall define some subclasses of net Systems according to the generality of their 
possible conflicts. Also we Want our definitions to be syntactical, that is, that the 
membership Problem is reduced to examining the net without requiring any exploration 
of the behaviour. This is why we define some relations between transitions of the net, 
which are related to conflicts. 
Definition 5. Let JV be a P/T net, and let t, t’ E T. 
1. t and t’, are in choice (or structural conjlict) relation iff t = t’ or ‘t fl ??t’ # 0. 
This relation is not transitive 
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2. t and t’, are in coupled conjIict relation iff there exist to,. . . , tk E T such that 
t = to, t’ = tk and, for 1 <i <k, ti- 1 and tj are in choice relation. It is an equivalence 
relation on the set of transitions, and each equivalence class is a coupled conjIict set. 
We denote by %7 its quotient set, i.e. the set of coupled conflict Sets, and by i the 
equivalence class of t. This notation is extended to Sets: Z = UtEr i 
3. t and t’, are in equal conflict relation iff t = t’ or Pre[P, t] = Pre[P, t’] # 0. This 
is also an equivalence relation on the set of transitions, and each equivalence class is 
an equal conjIict set. We denote by 8 its quotient set, i.e. the set of equal conflict Sets. 
Choices (places with more than one output transition, these transitions being conse- 
quently in choice relation) are the “topological construct” making possible the existente 
of conflicts, because (it is obvious that) two transitions must be in choice relation if 
they are in conflict relation at some marking, although the converse is not true. The 
coupled conflict relation is the transitive closure of the choice relation. An equal con- 
flict set is such that whenever any transition belonging to it is enabled, then all of them 
are. Note that whenever two transitions are in equal conflict relation they are also in 
choice relation, and whenever two transitions are in choice relation they are also in 
coupled conflict relation, but not the other way round. 
Some relations analogous to those previously defined between transitions tan be 
.easily defined, in a reversedual way, between places of a net. We do not intend 
to pursue every Single possibility given by reverse-duality. Anyhow, the following 
concepts will be used: The join (or structural synchronisation) relation is the reverse- 
dual of the choice relation, i.e. two places are in join relation iff they are the same place 
or they have a common output transition. The coupled synchronisation relation is its 
transitive closure, which is an equivalence relation, where each equivalence class is a 
coupled synchronisation set, and Y denotes the set of coupled synchronisation Sets. 
Conceming reverse-duality, observe that the set of input places of a coupled conflict 
set is a coupled synchronisation set or it is empty, and the set of output transitions of a 
coupled synchronisation set is a coupled conflict set or it is empty. 3 Therefore, in nets 
without sink places or Source transitions, e.g. in strongly connected nets, J%( = 19’1. 
By imposing certain restrictions on the net, we tan classify net Systems in a “syn- 
tactic” manner. For the purpose of this work, let us define here some subclasses of P/T 
nets. ‘Ihe first, third and fourth classes are meant to have restricted but increasingly 
general structural conflicts. The second class is the reverse-dual of the first. 
Definition 6. Let X be a P/T net. 
1. .M is choice-free (CF) iff Vp E P: Ip’J G 1, 
2. M is join-free (JF) iff Vt E T: (*t( < 1, 
3. X is equal conflict (EC) iff ??t f~ ‘t’ # 0 + Pre[P, t] = Pre[P, t’], 
4. JV is topological extended free choice (TEFC) iff ‘t n ‘t’ # 0 =b- ‘t = ‘t’. 
3 In [9] the Union of a coupled conflict set and its corresponding coupled synchronisation set is called a 
duster. 
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These subclasses generalise the ordinary marked graphs, state machines and (ex- 
tended) free choice, respectively. Other generalisations are possible, of course, but 
there are arguments to support the Claim that these ones are quite adequate to allow 
the generalisation of major results of the ordinary structure theory. As an example, 
weighted T-Systems [29], which are a weaker generalisation of marked graphs than CF 
nets, are not adequate to study decomposition issues, as it will be discussed. (We want 
to mention that CF and JF nets were defined long ago, in [16,21], and they have been 
studied, from many and quite diverse Points of view, in the literatme, receiving several 
different names. For instance, our CF nets are often named structurally persistent, a 
name due to this property they have that they are persistent for every marking. We 
rather liked having a more Syntax-oriented tranring, though.) 
Conceming the kind of Systems that tan be modelled using EC nets, the demution 
may give the impression that they are rather restricted. Anyhow, consider a set of 
sequential agents, modelled by safe strongly connected state machines, communicat- 
ing via buffers having public input (i.e. receiving bundles of tokens from any set of 
agents) and strictly private output (i.e. giving a bundle of tokens to one nonconflicting 
transition in a particular agent). Such kind of Systems is close to deterministic sys- 
tems of sequential processes [24,28], restricting the possible outcomes of buffers but 
relaxing their possible incomes, and they are obviously EC Systems.. . but, of course, 
the restriction that the agents be state machines instead of EC is unnecessary. 
We recall here a couple of basic results regarding the flows of CF nets that will be 
used later. 
Theorem 7 (Teruel et al. [31]). Let .N be a strongly connected CF net. 
1. If JV has a T-semtjlow then it is consistent, 
2. If JV is consistent then it has a unique minimal T-semiflow. 
Theorem 8 (Teruel and Silva [33]). L.et .N be a conservative CF net. For every T- 
JEow X of Jlr, there exists some T-semijow X’ such that ]]X’]] S I]X]]. 
3.2. Fairness, directedness, and some consequences 
Regarding general properties of EC Systems, the first Observation is that EC nets 
are those where d = %?, that is, where all conflicts are equal. Due to this, whenever a 
transition is enabled, every other transition in choice relation with it is also in conflict 
relation with it. This parallels the distinctive property of safe free choice Systems 
that structural conflict is a necessaty and sujlicient condition for the occurrence of 
behavioural conflict in any marking that enables the transitions. Some properties of EC 
Systems follow from this basic fact. 
The first one is the generalisation of the faimess result of [34, Theorem 6.21. The 
infinite firing sequences of a well-behaved EC System which are globally fair (i.e. in 
which every transition occurs infinitely often) are characterised as those which are 
locally fair (i.e. in which every Solution of a conflict that is effective infinitely ofien is 
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taken infinitely often). In other words, global faimess tan be achieved by local control 
of the “free” choices. We introduce first a generalisation of the definition of local 
faimess that appears in [34] 4, according to our definition of conflicts (Definition4), 
and then we prove the result. 
Definition 9. Let (M,Mo) be a P/T System. 
1. A sequence cr E L(Jlr,Mo) is locally fair iff it satisfies: if for some T’ C T, c 
c-n be wrifien Mo?!?+Mi, f!!.!$Mi2f%!!$ . . ‘, such that for every k > 0, tik E T’ and T’ 
are in conflict relation at A4il, then for each t E T’ the sequence o tan be written 
‘*jjl Iah MoootM,, _Mjz _). . .) where T’ are in conflict relation at Mjk for every k > 0 
2. A sequence o E L(N,Mo) is globally fair (or impartial) iff it is finite or every 
t E T appears infinitely often 
Theorem 10. Let (.N,Mo) be a bounded strongly connected EC System. A sequence 
o E L(N,Mo) is globally fair ifs it is locally fair. 
Proof. For “j” remember that, in EC Systems, whenever a transition is enabled, all 
the transitions in choice relation with it are in conflict relation with it. 
For “e=” assume (T is locally fair. Two cases are possible: either every transition fires 
infinitely often in (T, so G is globally fair and we are done, or there exists a transition 
t E T which fires finitely often. By local faimess, and by the EC property, all the 
transitions in t (the coupled conflict set of t) fire finitely often. That is, all the Outputs 
of the places in ‘7 fire finitely often, what implies, by boundedness, that all the input 
transitions of these places fire finitely often too. Since the net is strongly connected, 
by repeatedly applying this argument every transition is shown to fire finitely ofien, so 
o is finite and consequently globally fair. 0 
A consequence of the above result is that liveness and deadlock-freeness are equiv- 
alent in bounded strongly connected EC Systems. This result generalises [ 151 and tan 
be proven independently, as in [32], but here we derive it as a corollary of Theorem 
10. 
Corolhy 11. Let (N,Mo) be a bounded strongly connected EC System. Then 
(N,Mo) is live @ it is deadlock-free. 
Proof. Assume contrary. Let M E R(Jlr,Mo) be a marking such that some transition 
t E T cannot be ultimately enabled from it. By deadlock-fieeness, some infinite sequence 
4 The comparison of local faimess and faimess from [34] goes through unchanged to OUT generalised case. 
Nevertheless, some sequences that are locally fair according to OUT detinition, are not in [34]‘s sense. (For 
instance, consider any 2-bounded state machine with just one choice place p, such that whenever there is 
only one token in p the same output transition, say t, is timd, while in any other case a transition other than 
t is fired. An infinite sequence so constructed is globally fair but not locally fair in the sense. of Thiagarajan 
and Voss [34], while it is both in our sense.) 
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tan be fired at M, and by the EC property it tan be Chosen to be locally fair, hence 
globally fair (by Theorem lO), against the hypothesis that t could not be ultimately 
enabled from A4. 0 
Another result appearing in [32], that follows from the EC property, is directedness 
of the potential reachability graph of live EC Systems, i.e. that there are common suc- 
cessors of every two potentially reachable markings, what trivially implies directedness 
of the reachability graph. This information about the aspect of the potential reachability 
graph is crucial for the analysis of EC Systems. On the one hand, it implies absence 
of killing spurious sofutions (i.e.nonreachable solutions of the state equation being 
deadlock markings). This allows to decide deadlock-fieeness by checking absence of 
solutions to a number of Systems of linear equations over the integers, number that in 
the case of str. bounded EC Systems is reduced to just one [30,32]. The equivalence 
of liveness and deadlock-freeness in bounded strongly connected EC Systems and the 
fact that live and bounded EC Systems are str. bounded (See Theorem 29 below) makes 
this method a simple algebraic technique to decide liveness of bounded EC Systems. 
On the other hand, if the System is live and bounded, from directedness it follows 
that there must be a unique terminal strongly connected component in the reachabil- 
ity graph, which constitutes a home space, what generalises [4,35]. The existente of 
home states in live and bounded EC Systems basically means that these kind of sys- 
tems always have states that tan be reached after whichever possible evolution. As 
pointed out in [4], this is a strong property, sometimes appearing in the specification 
of reactive Systems. It also facilitates the analysis, because the reachability graph is 
known to be rather particular. Moreover, many Performance analyses or partial sim- 
ulations are meaningless if there is not a home space, because it could be the case 
that the System behaves in completely different ways depending on the initial course 
of events. 
Theorem 12. Let (N,Mo) be a live EC System: 
VM1,Mz E PR(N,Mo) : &J’-,M)nR(~,W # 0 
Proof. We show first that there exists a common successor of MO and any potentially 
reachable marking M E PR(N,Mo). By definition, there exists 2 E Nm such that 
M = MO + C . 13. Let a? = 5’ + 8” be such that there exists a sequence (r’, eventually 
empty, with firing count vector 8 such that M$-+Mo’, and none of the transitions 
in IJ?)/ is firable at MO’. We tan write M = MO’ + C . 8’. Let t be enabled at 
MO’ (such t does exist because (Jr/-, MO’) is live). Then: (1) i II ]JZ”j) = 0, because 
otherwise, by the EC proper@, MO’ would also enable every transition in i n Jjt?“II, 
contradicting the assumption that no transition in JlZ’J) is enabled at Mo’; and (2) since 
in jlC”‘(( = 0, (C-~“)~i]~O, hence M[*i] = Mo’[‘i]+(C-O”)[*i]aMO’fVl. Therefore, 
since t is enabled at Mo’, it is also enabled at M. Let Mo’LMo” and M--f+M’. We 
tan rename MO” as Mo and M’ as M and apply again the Same reasoning, i.e. we 
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tan go on firing transitions from the successive descendants of Ms and either such 
transitions do not belong to the corresponding ]]Z”l], and then they are also firable 
from the corresponding successor of M (we fire them advancing “in parallel”), or they 
belong to the corresponding ](8’](, and then the new successor of Ms is “closer” to 
the corresponding successor of M with respect to ‘&r a”[t]. Since (_K,Mo) is live, 
every transition in I]O”]] tan ultimately be fired, so finally a common successor is 
found. The existente of common successors of MO and M implies that (Jlr,M) is also 
live, because every successor marking of M is also potentially reachable and hence it 
has also successors in common with Ms. 
To show that there exists a common successor of Mi and M2, let 01, ZZ 20 be 
vectors such that Mi = Ms + C . üi, i = 1,2, and let ~12 = 02 - $1. Clearly, M2 = 
Mt + C . 192, where 012 may contain negative coordinates. Since (Jlr,Mz) is live, 
we tan fire a sequence o having at least -ulz[t] occurrences of t for each negative 
entry in ~12. If Mz%Ml, then Mi = M2 + C * a = Ml + C. (Z + uiz), where Z + 
ui2 20 after the way we selected rr. Thus, Mi E PR(N,Ml), and, being (JV,M~) 
live, there exists a common successor of Ml and M2/, according to the timt part of 
this proof (rename Mt as Mo and Mi as M), so also a common successor of MI and 
Mz. 0 
A result similar to this, restricted to the free choice case, appears in [lO], where it is 
proven that two markings that agree in all the P-semiflows have common successors. 
Note however that, even in the case of weighted T-Systems, there are markings that 
agree but do not satisfy the state equation [29]. 
The absence of killing spurious solutions, that allows us to analyse liveness in terms 
of absence of potentially reachable deadlocks, and the existente of home states follow 
immediately, and they are simply stated as corollaries. 
Corollary 13 (Teruel and Silva [32]). If (N,Mo) is a live EC System and 
M E PR(.N,Mo), then (N,M) is live. (Zn particular, M is not a deadlock mark- 
ins.) 
Corollary 14 (Teruel and Silva [32]). Let (.N,Mo) be a well-behaved EC System. 
There exists a non-empty subset of reachable markings 0 # HSGR(Jlr,Mo) such 
that 
vM/, E HS,VM E R(N,M,,): Mj, E R(.A’-,M) 
(HS is called the home space.) 
Finally, liveness monotonicity w.r.t. the initial marking (i.e. liveness cannot be de- 
stroyed by adding tokens) tan be proven for bounded EC Systems, generalising a 
similar result for free choice Systems. We conjecture that the result is also valid for 
unbounded EC Systems, as in the fiee choice case, but the following proof requires 
boundedness. 
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Theorem 15. Let (JV,MO) be a bounded EC System, and let Mo’ 2M0. Zf(Jv,MO) is 
live, then so it is (N,Mo’). 
Proof. Since (N, Mo) is well-behaved, N is strongly connected (by Theorem 3.1). 
Assume (N, Mo’) is not live. Then, it tan resch a deadlock marking Mi (by Corollary 
11). Let AM = Mo’ - Mo > 0. Let 0, E NIrI be a firing count vector with minimum 
“length” Cte r &,[t] (it could even be Zero) among those for which Mi -C. 0, -AM E 
R(N,Mo). Let M, = Md-C. O,- AM E R(N, MO) be one such marking. The marking 
M, does not enable any transition in ]lZm 11, because otherwise a transition in ))Z,,, 1) 
could be fired too, by the EC property, yielding a marking contradicting minimality of 
CIET Z,,,[t]. It does not enable either any transition t E T - llOm 11, because otherwise 
this would also be enabled at MA since the “potential sequence” om does not take 
tokens from the input places of such t. Thus, M, is a deadlock marking. 0 
4. Decomposition and well-formedness 
4.1. Components of a net 
T- and P-components have been shown to be important structural objects in the study 
of (subclasses of) ordinaty P/T Systems. We want to show that they play an analogous 
role in the case of (weighted) P/T Systems, if they are generalised adequately. We 
concentrate on P-components, because reverse-duality leads easily to the corresponding 
definitions and results regarding T-components. 
Ordinary P-components are strongly connected P-graphs (i.e. every transition has 
one input and one output place) being P-subnets of a given net. In weighted nets, 
the analogue of P-graph subnets are JF subnets. (We shall discuss later why weighted 
P-graphs, i.e.underlying net like a P-graph but allowing weights, are paradoxically not 
suitable to generalise P-graphs in this context.) When a JF subnet is a P-subnet and 
conservative, then it is said to be a P-component: 
Definition 16. A subnet N’ c .N is a jein-free subnet of M iff Nr is JF. It is maximal 
iff there does not exist M” > M’ that is also a JF subnet of N. A strongly connected 
JF subnet N’ C Jlr is a P-component of M iff Jlr’ is a conservative P-subnet of 
M. A P/T net N is P-decomposable iff it is covered by a Set, called cover, of its 
P-components. A cover is minimal iff no proper subset of it is also a cover. 
(It follows easily that a subnet N’ is a T-component of N iff (M’yd is a P- 
component of Mrd, and that J1’ is T-decomposable iff Mrd is P-decomposable.) 
The Claim that this generalisation of P-components is adequate, and also the expla- 
nation of the necessity of the different requisites, are supported by several facts. Firstly, 
with the above definition, the components of ordinary nets are the usual ones, because 
ordinary strongly connected JF (CF) subnets are conservative (consistent) iff they are 
P-graphs (T-graphs) [21,31]. The concepts of P- and T-decomposability correspond 
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Fig. 1. Comparing P-components, JF subnets, and P-semiflows 
to state machine and marked graph decomposability in the ordinary case, and the so- 
defined components allow the generalisation of important decomposition results from 
the theory of ordinary nets. But also, and perhaps more convincingly, the following 
result says that a P-component is a maximal strongly connected JF subnet, and it has 
an associated minimal P-semiflow. Therefore, it tan be seen as an individual subsys- 
tem (it has its own permanent content of tokens: on the one hand, they are not mixed 
with the tokens moving within other subsets of places, because it is a P-subnet; on the 
other, they - actually their weighted sum - remain constant, because it is conservative), 
which has no proper synchronisations (it has no joins). It communicates with the rest 
via shared transitions. 
Theorem 17. Let JV” be a PIT net. Zf Nf is a P-component of N then 
(1) P’ is the support of a minimal P-semiJlow of Jf (i.e. P-components haue an 
associated minimal P-semljlow); 
(2) There exists no strongly connected JF subnet of N, M”, such that M” > JV’ 
(i.e. P-components are maximal strongly connected JF subnets). 
Proof. For Part (1) observe that the set of places of a P-component is the support 
of a P-semiflow (immediate from Definition 16 and Proposition 2.1). Since strongly 
connected conservative JF nets have a unique minimal P-semiflow (by the reverse-dual 
of Theorem 7) it is minimal, because otherwise the smaller P-semiflow would be a 
second P-semiflow of N’ (by Proposition 2.1 again). For Part (2), assume contrary. 
Take pa E Pt’ - P’. By strong connectedness of A’“” there exists a path from pa to 
any place in P’. Let Pb be the first place in such path belonging to P’. Two cases are 
possible: either the input transition of Pb in the path is in T’, and then N” is not JF, 
or it is not, and then Jlr’ was not a P-subnet. 0 
In general, the converses of these Statements are both false, as the nets in Fig. 1 Show. 
The whole set of places of the leftmost net is the support of a minimal P-semiflow but 
it does not generate a P-component because the net is not JF; its shaded subnet is a 
conservative maximal strongly connected JF subnet but is not a P-component because 
it is not a P-subnet; the rightmost net is a maximal strongly connected JF subnet of 
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Fig. 2. John (the P-component generated by places with a J, which represents his activity) and Mary (places 
with an M) are a couple of millionaires who spend their lives going to the cinema. There are two cinemas 
for millionaires in their City, the Odeon and the Capitol. They both Want to decide privately which cinema 
will they go to, but they must go together according to Society rules. Obviously, they will eventually resch a 
deadlock, if they happen to choose different cinemas. (Adapted from [14]. The funny interpretation is taken 
from [ll].) 
itself, but it is a P-component only when conservative, i.e. when w = 2. It will be 
shown that both converses hold in some subclasses. 
Obviously, if a P/T net JV is P-(T-)decomposable then it is conservative (consis- 
tent), although the converse is not true, as shown by the leftrnost net in Fig. 1. We 
shall Show later that well-formed EC nets, among others, arc decomposable, although 
decomposability is not enough for well-formedness, as shown by the decomposable but 
nonstr. live net in Fig. 2. 
At first sight, it may seem that weighted P-graphs and T-graphs should have played 
the roles of their ordinary counterparts. Nevertheless, working out some examples 
Shows that it is not so. Consider the rightmost net of Fig. 1, with w = 2. Since it 
is a well-formed EC net (actually it is even CF and IF), one would expect that it 
was decomposable. But the strongly comrected P-graphs of this net, which are its cir- 
cuits, are neither P-subnets, nor conservative, so they cannot be P-components by any 
means. Nevertheless, our definition of a P-component is fulfilled by the whole net, 
which preserves its (weighted) content of tokens while it does not have any proper 
synchronisation. (It has a sort of synchronisation, due to the weight two which forces 
to assemble two tokens in front of the transition at the top, but these tokens belong 
to the same individual because they assemble in the same place, and they could even 
be produced by the same input transition of this place.) 
4.2. Allocations over nets. Allocatable nets 
Allocations were dehned for free choice nets in [14], and the definition has been 
extended diversely [9,34]. Together with components, they have played an essential 
role in the development of the free choice theory. We introduce here a more general 
concept, which naturally coincides with the previous ones when restricted to the corre- 
sponding subclasses. We shall concentrate mainly on T-allocations, and the reverse-dual 
formulation of purely structural concepts and results goes without saying. 
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Definition 18. Let V be the set of coupled conflict sets of a P/T net, N. A mapping 
~1: %? H 2T is a T-allocation over N iff for every c E V, a(c) is a maximal subset 
of c such that no pair of transitions are in choice relation. The notation is extended to 
Sets: a(y) denotes UCEY a(c). 
A T-allocation is a function that selects transitions not in choice relation out of the 
transitions in each coupled conflict Set. In the case of TEFC nets (Definition 6), GI(C) 
is always a Single transition. Paraphrasing [34], a T-allocation tan be interpreted as a 
“control function”. According to this control, whenever (patt of) a coupled conflict set 
c is enabled, then only transitions in a(c) tan be Chosen to be fired. Thus, unallocated 
transitions will never be fired. To be precise, our concept of T-allocation generalises 
the concept of stritt T-allocation of [34], because the allocated transitions cannot be 
selected arbitrarily, they must be not in choice relation. Therefore, it tan be Seen as 
a particular control function that statically solves conflicts. For instance, in the net of 
Fig. 2 the allocation ao(%) = {t,o, tM0, Co, tc} is interpreted as a control function which 
forces both John and Mary to choose the Odeon. 
In [ 141, P- and T-allocations for free choice nets are called state machine and marked 
graph allocations, respectively. There, a reduction algorithm is given to verify whether 
there are components of the original net in the subnet generated by the image of a 
given allocation. In case there are such subnets for every allocation, and the union of 
them covers the net, the net is Said to be (state machine or marked graph) allocatable. 
In Order to redefine allocatability, we base on the following ideas: 
- Hack’s algorithm Starts removing the unallocated nodes and then proceeds stepwise 
removing certain nodes according to some graph-theoretic arguments. In fact, this 
removal policy tan be interpreted in linear algebraic terms, because it is easy to see 
that the removed nodes are those that camtot be involved in a semiflow (See Propo- 
sition 1.1). Therefore, this part of the definition could be restated in linear algebraic 
terms, by asking for existente of semiflows in the subnet generated by allocated 
nodes. We shall Show that these semiflows effectively correspond to components 
(See Theorem 21 below) 
- Regarding tbe requisite that the obtained components cover the net, we rather think 
that it is a property that some allocatable nets enjoy (See Theorem 24 below), but 
it should not be part of the definition. 
Definition 19. Let .N be a PIT net. _N is T-allocatable iff for every T-allocation over 
N the T-subnet generated by the allocated nodes has at least a T-semiflow. 
(It follows easily that a P/T net N is P-allocatable iff Nrd is T-allocatable.) Going 
back to the interpretation of T-allocations as control fnnctions, being T-allocatable tan 
be informally interpreted as being capable of infinite activity whichever control func- 
tion we apply. This is why we require maximality in the definition of a T-allocation. 
If it was not required, the net in Fig. 3 would not be T-allocatable (consider the even- 
tual T-allocation image {tl, t3, Cs}), although its interpretation clearly indicates that any 
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Fig. 3. Interpretation of T-allocations and T-allocatability. 
static policy for solving the conflict (corresponding to the actual T-allocation images, 
{ti, t3, t4, t5) or {ti, t2, t3)) allows infinite activity. 
Checking allocatability using the definition is complex: for every possible allocation 
(there are, in general, an exponential number of them w.r.t. the number of nodes) the 
existente of a semiflow must be checked (polynomial-time Problem). Next we describe 
an efficient sufficient condition. 
Theorem 20. Let .N be a conservative PIT net. If rank(C) < 1%) then N is T- 
allocatable. 
F’roof. Let a be an arbitrary T-allocation, and let T’ = u(q) be the set of allocated 
transitions, which generate a conservative (by Proposition 2.2) CF (by Definition 18) 
T-subnet of Jlr, JV’. Its incidence matrix is C’ = C[P, T’], so rank(C’)<rank(C). 
Since we select at least one transition fiom every coupled conflict set, clearly m’ > (%I. 
By assumption, rank(C) < )WI, hence rank(C’) < m’, which means that there exists at 
least a T-flow of Jlr’, which implies the existente of a T-semiflow (by Theorem 8). 
Once allocations and allocatability have been defined, we intend to illustrate their 
impoxtance. Allocatability is a structural property which infonns on how the minimal 
semiflows arc. By definition, it implies the existente of semiflows in certain sub- 
nets, namely those generated by the images of allocations. Next we prove that these 
semiflows effectively correspond to components, which implies that they are minimal, 
according to Theorem 17. 
Theorem 21. Let N be a conservative P/T net. u the T-subnet generated by the 
image of some T-allocation over .hf has a T-sem$ow, then its support generates a 
T-component of N. 
Proof. After Definition 18, the subnet generated by the allocated transitions, which is 
a T-subnet, is CF. The support of a T-semiflow in that subnet generates a consistent, 
and CF, T-subnet of the original net, and being JV conservative, such T-subnet is also 
conservative (by Proposition 2.2), hence strongly connected (by Theorem 3). ??
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In Order to prove that allocatability implies also the covering by components, at least 
in some subclasses, we introduce an algorithm, that will be extensively exploited later 
on. Quite informally, given an arbitrary subset of transitions or seed (TL), what the 
algorithm does is orderly visiting the coupled conflict sets that are not represented in the 
seed, selecting from them the appropriate transition to direct tokens towards the seed. 
Depending on the seed we choose, this algorithm tan be used for different purposes. 
The proof of termination requires that whenever two transitions are in coupled conflict 
relation, their presets are equal, so it is valid for TEFC nets, that include EC nets. 
Algorithm 22. Let JV be a strongly comrected TEFC net, and let 0 # Ti C T. The 
algorithm below computes successive subsets of transitions T/ until every coupled 
conflict set of _N is represented in Ti’ (i.e.z = T, where Z denotes the union of the 
coupled conflict sets of the transitions in r; the last such T: is denoted by T’). 
begin 
Input TL; i := 0 
while TcT do 
GI := q’ U {t}, where jnz=0 (1) and t’*nT!#0 (2) 
i:=i+l 
od; T’:=Ti’ 
end 
Proof of proper termination. We Show that while T c T there always exists a transi- 
tion fulfilling both conditions (1) and (2). Let ra E T - F be a transition in a coupled 
conflict set which has not been visited yet. By strong connectedness of JV there exists 
a path from ta to some transition in F. Let tb be the first transition in that path which 
belongs to T, and let tc be the transition in G belonging to &‘. In the class under 
consideration, ??tb = ‘tc, so there is a path from & to tc, identical to the path from ra 
to tb except for the last transition. Let t be the only transition in ‘*tc that is in such 
a path. Clearly t’* rl q! # 0, because tc E t’* n T!, and 7 n c = 0, because otherwise 
rb would not have been the first transition in the path belonging to 7. ??
Two properties of the successive subsets T; (and the corresponding T-subnets denoted 
by Ni) computed in the above algorithm are collected in the following lemma. 
Lemma 23. Let M be a strongly connected TEFC net, and let 0 # TA C T. Let &’ 
be the successive subsets of transitions computed by Algorithm 22, the last of which 
is denoted by T’. Then: 
(a) There exists a T-allocation (not necessarily unique) such that a(g) C T’. More- 
over, if t E T’ - a(W), then t E TA. 
(b) Zf X is a T-sem$ow of Ni, then ((XJ( n Ti # 0. 
Proof. Part (a) trivially holds because the algorithm terminates properly, since for 
TEFC nets any subset containing one transition per coupled conflict set is an allocation, 
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Fig. 4. Illustrating Lemma 23. 
and apart from the transitions in Ti, only one transition per coupled conflict set is 
in T’. 
Regarding assertion (b), it trivially holds initially, i.e. for i = 0, so let us prove it is 
loop invariant. Assume X is a T-semiflow of Ni+, such that ))XlI n Ti = 0. Since there 
is no such T-semiflow in Ni, it must contain the last transition added, i.e. t E I\Xll. 
By the way we select t, namely by condition (2), there exist paths from t to TA in 
the net Jlrj+i , and by condition (1) all the places in these paths have only one output 
transition in Jlrj+,, except, eventually, those ones having all Outputs in Ti. Therefore, 
by Proposition 1.1, all the transitions in these paths not in Ti and some, if not all, in 
Z’o must be in jJX\(, hence I(XI( n TA # 0. 0 
The net in Fig. 4 illustrates the importante of condition (2). Consider Ti = {ti, t3, td}. 
If condition (2) was disregarded then we could take T: = {ti, t3, t4, tc} and Ti = 
{ti, t3, t4, t6, t7} = T’. In such case, {te, t7) is the support of a T-semiflow that violates 
assertion (b). But considering condition (2) we must take T{ = { tl, t3, t4, ts} and Ti = 
{ tl, t3, t4, t5, te} = T’ that generates a T-subnet without T-semiflows. 
We are ready to prove that allocatability implies decomposability. 
Theorem 24. Let J+‘” be a T-allocatable strongly connected TEFC net. 
(1) For every transition t there exists some T-allocation such that t is in the support 
of a T-semijlow of the T-subnet generated by allocated transitions. Therefore JV is 
consistent. 
(2) If Jlr is conservative then it is T-decomposable. 
Proof. For Part (1 ), take Ti = {t} as the seed for Algorithm 22. 
Part (2) follows immediately after Part (1) and Theorem 21. 0 
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Corollary 25. Let .N be a T-allocatable and P-allocatable strongly connected TEFC 
net. Then it is T-decomposable and P-decomposable. 
Proof. Straightforward from Theorem 24 and its reverse-dual form. 0 
We have shown that allocatability implies the existente of certain “nice” semiflows 
or components. What it has not been discussed yet is whether there are semiflows other 
than those. Next we prove that for TEFC it is never the case. Actually, we prove the 
converse of Theorem 17. 
Theorem 26. Let N be a T-allocatable conservative strongly connected TEFC net. 
(1) If X is a minimal T-semiJiow of Jfthen J(XII generates a T-component. 
(2) If JV’ is a maximal strongly connected CF subnet of N then it is a T- 
componen t. 
Proof. For Part (1 ), since the support of a T-semiflow of a conservative net generates 
a well-structured T-subnet (by Proposition 2.2), only CF needs to be proven. We 
Claim that if there existed a minimal T-semiflow X such that the T-subnet generated 
by (IX(I was not CF, then .,V would not be T-allocatable. To prove the Claim, we 
assume there exists such a T-semiflow and we use it to find a T-allocation without 
T-semiflows. Let Ti c JJX(I b e a maximal subset such that JV”~ is CF (the inclusion 
is proper because the T-subnet generated by I(XI( is assumed not to be CF). Take TL 
as the seed for Algorithm 22. The assertion “JVI has no T-semiflow” holds initially 
(i.e. for i = 0) because X is a minimal T-semiflow and Ti c IlXll. To prove that 
this assertion is loop invariant we must prove that absence of T-semiflows in JVI 
implies absence of T-semiflows in Jlr:,,. Assume contrary: Let Xi+, be a T-semiflow 
in Xi+, . The T-subnet generated by jl&+lII must be strongly connected, because it is 
trivially consistent and, being a T-subnet of a conservative net, it is also conservative 
(by Proposition 2.2). Clearly, the newly added t belongs to Il&+r (1 because JV~ has 
no T-semiflow. By Lemma 23, IlXi+r I( n TL # 0. But by the way we selected TL 
(namely by maximality, which implies that every coupled conflict set from the subnet 
generated by ((XIJ . 1s re p resented in Ti) there is no path, in Jlri,,, from transitions in 
Ti to transition t, hence the T-subnet generated by jI&+l )I is not strongly connected, 
contradiction. 
For Part (2), assume Jf’ is a maximal strongly connected CF T-subnet but it is not 
a T-component. Then it should be nonconsistent. Since JV’ is a strongly connected 
CF T-subnet of JV, if X is a T-semiflow of JV and T’ II JjXI( # 0, then, by Proposi- 
tion 1.1, T’c IIXJJ. S’ mce JV is consistent there exists at least a minimal T-semiflow, 
X, containing some, hence all, of the transitions in T’. Since JV’ is not consistent, the 
inclusion is proper, i.e. T’ c I(XJJ. Therefore, either the T-subnet generated by IJXI( is 
not CF, against Part (1 ), or JV’ was not a maximal strongly connected CF T-subnet, 
against the hypothesis. 0 
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4.3. Components, allocations, and equal conjlict Systems 
If we concentrate now on EC Systems, it is easy to see that allocatability has also 
certain importante regarding the behaviour. As an example, in the net of Fig. 2, the T- 
subnet generated by po = {t JO, t MO, to, tc} has a T-semiflow, corresponding to a T- 
component generated by { tro, tM0, fo} (both John and Mary decide going to the Odeon, 
and they do), but the T-subnet generated by at(%) = {t~o,tMC,t~,t~} does not have 
any, so the net is not T-allocatable. In case N is an EC net, and assuming boundedness, 
this fact indicates the impossibility of infinite activity if conflicts are solved according 
to Bt. Since “choices are free”, hence any conflict resolution is possible, this intuitively 
implies nonstr. liveness. This will be formalised later, in Theorem28. Another important 
consequence of being allocatable is that liveness of every P-component guarantees 
liveness of the whole System, that we state together with the property that the P- 
components of a live System are also live. 
Theorem 27. Let (.N,Mo) be an EC System. 
1. Zf (N,Mo) is live, then the System (N’,Mo[P’]) is live for every _N’ P-component 
of Jr/-. 
2. Ij” Jlr is strongly connected and P-allocatable, and the System (.N’,Mo[P’]) is 
live for every JV’ P-component of N, then (Jf,Mo) is live. 
Proof. For Part (l), assume (N’,Mo[P’]) is not live. Then, it tan resch a dead- 
leck marking Mi (by Corollary 1 1 ), because it is strongly connected and bounded 
(by Definition 16). Let 0: E L(.N’,Mo[P’]) be such that Mo[P’]AMi, hence iV: = 
Mo[P’] + C[P’, T’] . 0:. Then Md = Mc + C f 5: is such that Md[P’] = M& but 
possibly some components of i& corresponding to places in P - P’ have negative 
values. Thus, Md may not be a potentially reachable marking. Let AM be such that 
Md + AM 20, and AM[P’] = 0. The System (N,Zkfo + AM) is also live, by Theo- 
rem 15, and (.N’,(Ms + AM)[P’]) = (.N’,Mo’[P’]). Therefore, A4{ is still reachable in 
the isolated P-component by firing 02, but now Md + AM = MO + AM + C .2: is 
a Solution to the state equation where the transitions in T’ are all dead, contradicting 
Corollary 13. 
For Part (2), strongly connected and P-allocatable imply conservative (by the reverse- 
dual of Theorem24). Therefore, (Jlr,Mo) is strongly connected and bounded, so if 
(N,Mo) is not live, then it deadlocks (by Corollary 11). Let !kfd be a dead marking, 
such that MO%&. Define the following P-allocation: VS E Y : ad(S) = { p} G s such 
that &[p] -K W( p, t), where t in S’ (that is, places preventing their output transitions 
from being enabled are taken). Any P-component N’ of Jlr being a P-subnet of the 
P-subnet generated by ad(y) is dead at Md[P’], and obviously &[P’]‘dMd[p’], 
where Gd Jr, denotes the subsequence of Gd obtained removing all the transitions not 
in T’. Since N is P-allocatable there is at least one such P-component, so we are 
done. 0 
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A remarkable property of (extended) free choice nets is the existente of structural 
characterisations of weh-formedness, some of which happen to have polynomial-time 
complexity. As a consequence of the above results, one of these polynomial-time char- 
acterisations tan be proven valid for EC nets, generalising [6, Theorem 5.4; 11, The- 
orem 2.3; 9, Theorem 91. This is known as the rank theorem. The importante of this 
result has been argued frequently in the recent free choice literature. The proof for 
extended free choice nets in [9] uses a couple of well-known results from the clas- 
sical free choice theory, namely Commoner’s and the decomposition theorems [14]. 
Our proof for EC Systems is completely independent of the classical theory. We have 
presented in this Paper all the material required for sufficiency and the relationship 
with allocatability. Necessity is a particularisation of a general necessary condition 
for well-fotmedness introduced in [8] which is revisited in [33], and contained in the 
Appendix 
Tbeorem 28 (Teruel and Silva [33]). Ld Jf be an EC net. The following are equiu- 
alen t: 
1. _hf is weil-formed, 
2. M is weil-structured and rank(C) = IV1 - 1, 
3. N is strongly connected and P-allocatable, 
4. A’” is strongly connected and T-allocatable. 
Proof. For (1) implies (2) see Appendix. That (2) implies (3) and (4) is Theorem 
3.4 and 20. 
For (3) implies (1 ), strongly connected and P-allocatable imply conservative (reverse- 
dual of Theorem 24), so only str. liveness needs to be proven. According to Theorem 
27.2, if every P-component is made live the whole System will be live. It is not difficult 
to see that the following marking is enough for this purpose: Ms[p] = W(p, t), where 
t E p.. 
For (4) implies (3), if JV is strongly connected and T-allocatable then Mrd is 
strongly connected and P-allocatable. Therefore, given that (3) implies (2), Mrd is 
well-structured and rank( CT) = [Vd] - 1 . Since rank(C) = rank( CT) and ]Y] = 
/Vd/, we have JV” well-structured and rank(C) = (Y( - 1, hence JV is P-allocatable 
(reverse-dual of Theorem 20). 0 
The above formulation of the rank theorem deals with well-formedness. Next we 
Show that, in the case of EC net Systems, well-fotmedness is necessary for well- 
behavedness, that is, weil-formedness characterises the possibility of marking lively 
and boundedly a giuen EC net. This makes it specially interesting having such an effi- 
cient characterisation of well-formedness as the rank theorem. Moreover, together with 
Theorem 15, it implies that weil-behavedness is monotonic w. r. t. the initial marking, 
because if a System is well-behaved, then it is bounded for any initial marking. 
Theorem 29. If (JV,MO) is a weh-behaved EC System then A’” is weil-formed. 
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Proof. If JV is not well-formed then either it is not strongly connected or it is not 
T-allocatable (by Theorem 28). If it is not strongly connected it is not well-behaved 
by Theorem 3.1, so we concentrate on the case it is strongly connected but not T- 
allocatable. There exists a T-allocation such that the T-subnet generated by the T- 
allocated transitions has no T-semiflow. Therefore, if conflicts are solved according to 
such allocation, it is impossible fo resch the same marking twice. If (M,Me) is live 
this fact implies unboundedness, while if (N,Mo) is bounded it implies nonliveness. 
Combining Theorem 27-29 we obtain the following structural characterisation of 
well-behavedness, generalising [ll, Theorem 2.6; 9, Theorem 251. 
Theorem 30. Let (Af,Mo) be an EC System. (N,Mo) is weil-behaved ifs ~9’” is well- 
structured, rank(C) = (%‘I - 1, and jior every P-component Ni of _Af the System 
(Jlr’, Mo[P’]) is live. 
Proof. After Theorem 29, an EC System is well-behaved iff the net is well-formed, 
which is characterised by Theorem 28, and the marking is “adequate”, which is char- 
acterised by Theorem 27. 0 
In the case of ordinary EC (i.e. extended free choice) Systems the condition every 
P-component is live is reduced to no P-component is unmarked, what tan be verified 
in polynomial time ($l Y > 0 : Y . C = 0 A Y . Mo = 0). 
Two well-known results of the free choice theory appear as corollaries after the rank 
theorem. The first one is the generalisation of the free choice decomposition theorem 
of [14, part of Theorem 91. 
Corollary 31 (The Decomposition Theorem). If N is a weil-formed EC net, then it 
is T- and P-decomposable. 
Proof. Immediate after Theorem 28 and Corollary 25. 0 
The second is the duality theorem of [14, part of Theorem 93, which is com- 
monly presented as a corollary of the rank theorem in the ordinary case (See, for 
instance, [6,11]). Although EC nets are not closed under the reverse-dual transforma- 
tion, since joins need not be balanced, while choices do, the subclass of EC nets such 
that their joins are balanced is self-reverse-dual (e.g. the ordinary subclass, or extended 
free choice). Since every EC System is implementable by means of a balanced-joins 
EC System (an example of transformation is illustrated in Fig. 5), it is clear that duality 
notions tan be defined for the complete class in terms of the duality notions for the 
balanced-joins subclass and the transformation. 
Corollary 32 (The Duality Theorem). N is a weil-formed balanced-joins EC net iff 
Mrd is. 
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Fig. 5. Balancing joins. 
Proof. Follows easily from Theorem 28. Observe that .N” is well-structured iff Nrd is, 
that rank( CT) = rank(C), where CT is the incidence matrix of Nrd, that (qrd( = (91, 
and that ]Y( = JVI in strongly connected nets. ??
Going on with decomposability results, let us prove next that minimal T-semiflows 
are realisable, generalising [34, Theorem 2. l] concerning the cyclic processes generated 
by T-components. 
Theorem 33. Let (.N,Mo) be a welkbehaved EC System. For every X minimal T- 
semijlow there exists M E R (X,Mo) such that a sequence with jiring count vector 
X is Jirable. (This marking projected on the corresponding T-component produces a 
weil-behaved CF System. ) 
F’roof. After Theorem 29 JV is well-formed, hence T-allocatable (by Theorem 28), 
which implies that every minimal T-semiflow has an associated T-component (by The- 
orem 26). Take Ti = IlXll as th e seed for the Algorithm 22. The obtained set T’ is the 
image of a T-allocation, ax, and X is the unique T-semiflow of the T-subnet generated 
by ]]Xl]. If CQ is used as firing control policy, any marking being repeatedly reached 
proves the result. ??
This is closely related to a prpmptness result that generalises [34, Theorem4.11. To 
present it, we recall first the definition of promptness. (In [34] two kinds of promptness 
are defined. Since they coincide for bounded Systems and we are mainly interested in 
such Systems we omit the distinction.) A net System is said to be prompt relative to 
a set of transitions, called interface, when there is no infinite nm of the System where 
all the transitions fired are “private”, i.e. not in the interface. 
Definition 34. Let (_N,Mo) be a P/T System, and let 0 # Tt C T be an interface of 
(N,Ma). (JV,A~~) is (weakly) prompt relative to TI iff for every MER(JV”,MO) evexy 
sequence cr E (T - TI)O firable at M is finite. 
Well-formed EC Systems admit the following characterisation of promptness. 
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Theorem 35. Let TI be an interface of the well-behaved EC System (N,h40). Then 
(N,Mo) is prompt relative to TI ifl for every T-component Jlr’ of N, TI rl T’ # 0. 
Proof. For “j”, if there exists a T-component that is not represented in the interface, 
an infinite sequence which repeatedly fires its T-semiflow (that exists by Theorem 33) 
contradicts promptness. 
For “e”, if (A’,Mc) was not prompt relative to TI then there would exist an infinite 
sequence o E (T - TI)~. Since every minimal T-semiflow corresponds to a T-component 
(by Theorem 26), it is impossible that o contains a T-semiflow, so no marking tan be 
visited twice during the firing of the infinite sequence o what implies unboundedness 
of (~V,n/i,) against the hypothesis. 0 
5. Conclusion 
The aim of this Paper was to deepen into the structure theory of Place/Transition 
Systems, trying to understand better why the restriction of the interplay between syn- 
chronisations and choices leads to specially manageable models. To do so, we have 
relaxed the free choice property to the equal conflict property, where multiple arcs are 
allowed. Such relaxation permits obtaining results for a strictly larger class of models 
and forces to employ new arguments. This perhaps is the most interesting feature, tak- 
ing into account our goal. It came out that the use of linear algebraic arguments and 
formulations, without leaving graph theory apart, allowed to cope with more general 
structural objects (for instance, consider the new concepts of components and allocata- 
bility), and led to simpler proofs (for example, compare the proofs of the rank and 
decomposition theorems, that of the characterisation of impartial sequences, that of 
existente of home states, or that of promptness with their previously known ordinary 
counterparts). This gives us the impression that many of the nice properties of free 
choice Systems are better understood at the equal conflict level. Paraphrasing [l], we 
are tempted to speak of an “equal conflict hiatus”. 
Next we summarise our main results, indicating of which others from the literature 
they are a generalisation. They are listed in Order of appearance in this Paper. 
Theorem 10 characterises the globally fair sequences of a well-behaved EC System 
as those that are locally fair, generalising [34, Theorem 6.21; Corollary 11 Shows the 
equivalence of liveness and deadlock-fieeness in bounded strongly comrected EC sys- 
tems, generalising [15]; Theorem 12 states that the potential reachability graph of a live 
EC System is directed, what generalises [4, Theorem 3.21 and, up to a certain extent, 
also [lO, Theorem 5.71; this leads to the result that all the markings being potentially 
reachable from a live marking are also live, Corollary 13, what tan be used for alge- 
braic liveness analysis of bounded Systems, and also leads to the existente of home 
states, stated in Corollary 14, which generalises [4, Theorem 3.9; 35, Theorem 3.31; 
Theorem 15 states liveness monotonicity for bounded EC Systems, related to a similar 
result for free choice Systems, as reported in [l, Subsection 8.31; Theorem 17 states that 
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components have an associated minimal semiflow and are maximal strongly connected 
subnets of a certain kind, generalising a basic (folk?) result about the ordinary com- 
ponents; the results from Theorem 20-27 are vaguely related to the ordinary theory, 
although they are crucial for our proof of the rank and decomposition theorems. We 
feel however that most of them are interesting on their own right (observe that some 
are applicable to a larger class than EC); the polynomial-time characterisation of well- 
formedness known as the rank theorem is Theorem 28, generalising [ 11, 9, Theorem 
5.4; 11, Theorem 2.3; 9, Theorem 91; a structural characterisation of well-behavedness 
is Theorem 30, that generalises [ 11, Theorem 2.6; 9, Theorem 251; the decomposition 
and duality theorems [14, part of Theorem 91 appear as Corollaries 31 and 32; finally, 
two results regarding T-semiflows and firing sequences are presented: Theorem 33, 
generalising [34, Theorem 2.11, and Theorem 35, generalising [34, Theorem 4.11. 
There are other results from the free choice theory that have not been generalised 
for diverse reasons. Some are in terms of objects that are not adequately defined 
for weighted Systems, as we have mentioned to be the case of all the material re- 
garding Siphons and traps, in particular - and unfortunately - Commoner’s theorem. 
Others simply do not hold in this more general setting as, for example, the result 
regarding the autonomous behaviour of P-components of [34, Theorem 2.11, which 
is not true even in the bounded case. (Theorem 27.2 deals with a related matter, 
since it states that the liveness of the P-components cannot be destroyed by their 
Synchronisation, although their behaviour may be restricted.) And, finally, there are 
some others that we believe will shortly be generalised. We feel such is the case 
of [2, Corallary 5.11, regarding sequences whose occurrence suffices to resch the 
home space, a generalisation of which is conjectured in [32], where instead of ask- 
ing for the firing of all the transitions we ask for the firing of a sequence big- 
ger than or equal to every minimal T-semiflow. This should also be the case of 
the elegant Synthesis theory surveyed in [l 11. In particular, we conjecture that a 
set of two rules, either place oriented (implicit places and an adequate generalisa- 
tion of macroplaces) or transition oriented (by-pass transitions and a generalisation 
of macrotransitions), tan be proven to be complete to synthesise all well-formed EC 
nets. We feel confident that the results in this Paper will play a useful role in such 
direction. 
Appendix: Necessity in the Rank Theorem 
In Order to prove that (1) implies (2) in Theorem 28, we use a necessary condi- 
tion for well-formedness, valid for general P/T nets (Theorem A.2 below) introduced 
in [8]. It improves the necessary condition for well-formedness given by Theorem3.2 
additionally requiring that the rank of the incidence matrix be less than the number of 
equal conflict Sets of the net, so it is also of polynomial time complexity. 
We need the definition of circuit arbiters, which are a particular class of the regu- 
lation nets of [19]. 
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Fig. 6. A circuit arbiter merged on an equal conflict Set. 
Definition A.l. Let JV be a P/T net, and let e E 8 such that (e( > 1. A net ~4~ = 
(P,,e, IV,) is an (ordinary) circuit arbiter for the equal conflict set e iff d9, is an 
ordinary net such that P, n P = 0 and its underlying graph is an elementary circuit. 
Some straightforward properties of these arbiters are: being circuits, they have the 
same number of places and transitions, i.e. Je\; the set of places of a circuit arbiter in 
a net is the support of a minimal P-semiflow; with every nonempty initial marking, 
a circuit arbiter is well-behaved and reversible, i.e. the initial marking tan be reached 
from whichever other reachable marking. Fig. 6 represents a circuit arbiter merged on 
an equal conflict set. 
Theorem A.2. Let .N be a PIT net. If JV is welkformed then it is welkstructured 
and rank(C) < 181. 
Lemma A.3. Let N be a P/T net, and let e E 8 such that Je) > 1. IA d, = 
(Pe,e, W,) be a circuit arbiter for e, and let JV’ be the net JV merged with the 
circuit arbiter d, sharing the transitions in e. If JV is weil-formed then 
1. .hf’ is weil-formed, 
2. rank(C’) = rank(C) + le( - 1. 
Proof of Lemma A.3. For Part (l), conservativeness of .N and d,, which are P- 
subnets of N’, guarantee conservativeness of N’ (by Proposition 2.1). Regarding 
Str. liveness, we will construct a marking Mc’ such that (N’,Mo’) is live. Let MO be 
a marking such that (N,&) is well-behaved. Since (N,Ma) is live and bounded, 
then the number r, = max{min{#(e,a) ( ot E L(.N,M)} 1 t E T,M E R(Jlr,Mo)} is 
well-defined. This is a bound for the number of firings of transitions in e that are 
required to enable an arbitrary transition from an arbitrary reachable marking. We 
define MO’: 
&‘[p] = if p E P then Mo[p] else (i.e. p E P,) r,. 
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Let M’ E R(N’,Mc’) and t E T. We shall prove that t tan ultimately be enabled 
from M’. We Claim that there exists a marking M” E R(H”‘,M’) such that M”[P,] = 
Ma’[P,]. In that case, since (1) (N,Ma) is live, (2) M”[P] E R(N,M-,), and (3) 
Mo’[P,] has been defined in a way that it does not interfere when firing a sequence to 
enable an arbitrary t from an arbitrary reachable marking, then we tan fire in (N’,M”) 
the Same sequence that we could fue in (JV,M”[P]) in Order to enable t. To prove 
the Claim, let oe = eile;, . . . e, E L(de,M’[P,]) be such that M’[P,]%Mo’[P,], i.e. a 
sequence in the circuit arbiter returning to the initial marking. It is easy to see that 
a sequence such that its projection on e is oe tan be fired in (N’,A4’). The idea is 
firing transitions not in e, which does not affect the marking of places in P,, until 
e are P-enabled (their input places in P have enough tokens, no matter how many 
tokens are there in other places), which will eventually happen thanks to liveness of 
(J”,M’[P]), then firing ei, which is also P,-enabled according to our definition of oe, 
then firing more transitions not in e until e are P-enabled again, then firing eh which 
is also P,-enabled, etc. 
To prove Part (2), for rank(C’) = rank(C)+ Je] - 1, we shall prove that Ie1 - 1 out of 
the (el rows corresponding to the places of the circuit arbiter are linearly independent. 
Let us fix a notation for the equal conflict set and the circuit arbiter (See Fig. 6): 
_ e = {eO,el,...,ek,...,elel-1) 
- pe = {CO,Cl,...,Ck, . . . . C(,J-1) 
- W(Ci,ej) = if i = j then 1 eise 0 
_ W(ei,cj) = if i = i B 1 then 1 else 0, where @ is the sum modulo (e]. 
It is clear that there is one row being a linear combination of the rest, for instance, 
C[co, Tl = - Cp~pe-~c,,~ C[p, T], so we remove it and then we prove that the rows 
corresponding to places in P, - {CO} are all linearly independent. Assume, on the 
contrary, that ck, where 1 <k < ]e( - 1, is a linear combination of the other places (let 
the other places be denoted by OP = PU P, - {cg,ck}): 
c[ck, T] = c A[p] . c[p, T] = /z < c[oP, T]. (A-1) 
PEOP 
Thus, the marking increment produced by a sequence 0 should also be a linear com- 
bination of the marking increment of the other places: 
AM[ck] = c[‘& T] . c? byL*) A.. c[oP, T]. 0 = A. Abf[OP]. G4.2) 
Let MO be a marking such that (N,Mo) is well-behaved. Clearly, it is possible to fire 
a sequence <T such that #(ei, o) = if i < k then w eise 0, where o is arbitrarily large. 
In that case AM[ck] = C[ck, T] . ~3 = CO is arbitrarily large, while all the entries in 
AM[OP] are finite, what contradicts (A.2). 0 
Proof of Theorem A.2. Only the rank condition needs to be proven. Let Jf’ be the 
net N together with circuit arbiters merged to every non-trivial equal conflict Set. 
Applying Lemma A.2(2) repeatedly after each circuit arbiter is merged, what tan be 
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done thanks to Lemma A.2(1) it follows that. 
(Tl - 12rank(C') = rank(C) + eF8(lel - 1). 
Rearranging the above inequality we obtain a bound for the rank: 
rank(C)<JTI - C(lel- 1) - 1. 
eEd 
Since Ce,_& (eJ = (Tl, this bound is ($1 - 1, so the result follows. Cl 
Proof of (1) implies (2) in Theorem 28. It is a particular case of Theorem A.2, taking 
into account that in EC nets 8 = W, and also that a well-fonned EC net where circuit 
arbiters have been merged to all equal conflict sets has a unique minimal T-semijow. 
For existente of this T-semiflow, notice that the “arbitered” net is consistent. For 
Unicity, let X be a T-semiflow of the arbitered net, and let t E ((X((. All the transitions 
in t are also in IJXIJ, according to Proposition 1 .l., because the places in the circuit 
arbiters have only one output transition. Every output place of the transitions in i has 
at least one output transition in IlXjl according to Proposition 1.1 again, so we tan 
apply repeatedly the same argument and, by strong connectedness, all the transitions 
are shown to be in IlXll. Therefore, as far as all the T-semiflows have the same support, 
only one of them tan be minimal, according to Proposition 1.2. 0 
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